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Abstract 
 
The thesis is focused on the study of drift effects through density inhomogeneity on the 
dispersive and compressional Alfvén waves taking into account the temperature anisotropy and 
Larmor radii effects. Using gyrokinetic theory, Vlasov kinetic equation is solved and the 
dielectric tensor for non-relativistic, magnetized, bi-Maxwellian plasmas is calculated. A 
generalized dispersion relation for kinetic Alfvén waves is derived (Ch.2). The modified 
dispersion relation thus obtained is then used to examine the propagation characteristics of the 
kinetic Alfvén waves in the inertial regime (Ch.3), kinetic regime (Ch.4) and magnetosonic 
waves (Ch.5). For inertial Alfvén waves (IAWs), in the case of real dispersion relation, the usual 
trend is the increase in phase velocity with the density inhomogeneity. In case of kinetic Alfvén 
waves in the kinetic regime (KKAWs), the coupling of drift waves and KKAWs is observed. 
Using wave-particle interactions, the growth rates of these drift waves (resonance type) 
instabilities are calculated for IAWs and KKAWs. The stabilization mechanism of the drift 
Alfvén waves instabilities and their dependence on the temperature anisotropy is highlighted. 
The threshold conditions for a wide range of parameters are also discussed. At the end (in 
chapter 5), a generalized dispersion relation of obliquely propagating drift magnetosonic wave is 
derived with temperature anisotropy and a hydrodynamic type instability is investigated. The 
stability analysis is performed and the estimation of the growth rate is also presented to 
understand the stabilization mechanism of drift magnetosonic wave instability. The results show 
that the drift effects due to density inhomogeneity tend to make these waves unstable whereas 
the temperature anisotropy provides a mechanism to stabilize the instabilities.    
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The heating mechanisms in solar corona are divided into two categories: hydrodynamic (HD)
and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD), which are further classied, on the basis of dissipation of
energy with time, as AC and DC heating. Which particular model would be applicable in a
specic region for heating purposes depends on the plasma conditions and the availability of
free energy source. The hydrodynamic approach is applicable in the lower chromosphere which
is a magnetic-free region [1] whereas the MHD approximation is more realistic in the strongly
magnetized corona [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The temperature in the solar corona is of the order of 106 K;
whereas the temperature at the photosphere is of the order of 103 K: Various physical models
are used to explain the extraordinary (odd) temperature of the corona. Due to thermonuclear
fusion taking place in the sun, the inner core of the sun has a temperature of about 14  106
K: The energy moves outwards from the radiation zone at rst in the form of radiation and
then to the convective zone by convection to the photosphere. The plasma is gradually cooled
down and after reaching a minimum of about 4:1 103 K at the photosphere the temperature
rises rapidly through the transition region (of thickness about 500 km) between chromospheres
and corona [8], and reaches a maximum of 2  106 K in solar corona [9]. To sustain such a
high temperature a constant source of input energy is needed and amazingly, this energy is only
0:01% of the total solar output energy [10].
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Fig: 1.1 The structure of the Sun.
Skylab observations suggest that solar atmosphere is highly structured and the solar mag-
netism and coronal heating are closely related. Di¤erent atmospheric magnetic structures with
inhomogeneous temperature, density and magnetic eld have di¤erent heating mechanisms.
The heating process is comprised of three steps: the generation of energy carrier, propagation
of energy and its dissipation. The two important theories which are widely probed are magnetic
reconnection theory and the MHD wave heating theory. The very rst idea of coronal heating
had its foundation on the assumption that the convective turbulence produces acoustic waves
on the surface. These waves propagate and dissipate to the corona. But the deciency in the
theory is that the acoustic waves refract and rapidly absorb in the corona and the energy ux
of acoustic waves is not su¢cient for coronal heating. Then the idea of MHD waves to heat
the corona came into light [11]. These waves transmit the essential energy while propagating
along the magnetic lines of force. But the dissipation mechanism of these waves is ambiguous.
In most of the theories, whether HD or MHD, the plasma is considered to be collisional. But if
the plasma is collisionless, as in the solar corona, the kinetic approach is used [12]. The solar
corona usually contains the low  plasma
 
 = c2s=v
2
A = 20n0kT=B
2
0 << 1

: The two elds,
the magnetic eld and the electric eld, make important contributions in the motion of charge
particles. In the corona, the magnetic elds make the particles to move along the magnetic lines
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of force, the plasma is said to be conned in the wave guides or the magnetic ux tubes, whereas
the electric elds accelerate the charged particles which in turn produces electric currents due
to which the eld lines are twisted. The particles then move along the twisted eld lines. The
waves propagating into the corona from the photosphere consist of perturbed magnetic elds
which accelerate the charge particles. The accelerated particles then generate the wave motion
by the oscillations of perturbed lines of force. The waves are actually the coherently moving
electrons and ions. Since the wave motion is so well behaved, the waves can be considered as
independent entities. The solar atmosphere is lled with the magnetic eld at about 1500 km
above the photosphere. The kinetic theory of the motion of the plasma in the photosphere is the
source of heating of corona. The heating mechanism is divided into two categories depending
on the time scale of velocity eld in the photosphere relative to the Alfvén transit time in the
corona. If the local Alfvenic time scale is much greater than the characteristic time scale of the
photospheric footpoints motions, AC currents are generated and the photospheric perturbations
travel in the form of slow and fast MHD waves, and nally the damping of these waves cause
heating. Conversely, if the local Alfvenic time scale is much shorter than the characteristic
time scale of the photospheric footpoints motions; in this scale the eld lines are twisted, DC
currents are produced, which in turn lead to the heating of corona. The AC theory is applicable
for longer quiet region loops whereas the DC theory is valid for short active region loops [3].
Solar corona is considered a natural laboratory to verify the theoretical aspects of plasma.
The physical conditions in the corona and magnetically conned fusion devices, tokamaks, are
amazingly analogous to each other. Both can be described by MHD model as they contain
magnetized low beta plasma with high electrical conductivity. On the other hand, the fusion
plasma experiments provide an experimental verication of theoretical models but the geometry
and the boundary conditions in the two cases may be di¤erent.
6
Fig: 1.2 Solar Coronal Loops http://solarcellcentral.com/sun
Fig: 1.3 TRACE image of the highly structured solar corona where the plasma is frozen in
semicircular magnetic ux tubes.
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1.1 The Electromagnetic Waves
At low frequency, below the ion cyclotron frequency, two di¤erent modes of electromagnetic
wave propagation exist, a shear Alfvén wave associated with the change in the direction of
magnetic eld and the compressional wave connected with the variation in the density and eld
strength.
Alfvén waves (AWs) are the low frequency electromagnetic waves which can be generated
in an electrically conducting magnetized uid, predicted by Hannes Alfvén in 1942 [13]. Alfvén
described in a letter to the journal Nature that " If a conducting liquid is placed in a constant
magnetic eld, every motion of liquid gives rise to an electromagnetic force which produces
electric currents. Owing to the magnetic eld, these currents give mechanical forces which
change the state of motion of the liquid. Thus a combined electromagnetic-hydrodynamic wave
is produced". Alfvén pointed out that these waves could play an important role in solar physics.
After seven years of his prediction Lundquist in 1949 [14], experimentally conrmed the presence
of these waves in liquid mercury. Alfvén and magnetoacoustic waves are responsible for the
heating and the transfer of energy in space, astrophysical and laboratory plasmas. These waves
provide a mechanism for auxiliary heating of fusion plasmas. These waves take part in carrying
the magnetic energy in the solar and stellar winds and in transferring angular momentum to
the clouds during formation of stars. Alfvén waves participate e¢ciently for the transport of
energy from the photosphere to the corona resulting in the heating of plasma. However it is
still a mystery that how wave energy is converted into the kinetic energy of particles in the
corona since the Alfvén and magnetoacoustic waves in uniform plasma would undergo little
resistive or collisional damping. In a collisionless plasma, Alfvén waves propagate undamped,
whereas the magnetoacoustic waves su¤er Landau damping. Wave energy is then converted
into thermal energy mainly because of plasma ions. Since Alfvén waves are not damped, they
contribute to momentum transport and accelerate plasma. Alfvén waves got much attention of
the researchers on theoretical basis but there is no direct evidence of existence of these waves
for the coronal heating.
In a collisionless magnetized plasma, when the frequency is low (! < 
ci) and the ions
motion becomes prominent, there exist three wave modes. These are Alfvén, magnetoacoustic
and the ion sound modes. These modes are also present in the MHD theory but MHD theory
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is applicable strictly to collisional plasma at frequencies less than the ion collisional frequency.
The collisionless theory for these waves is appropriate at frequencies greater than the electron
cyclotron frequency [15, 16].
1.1.1 Alfvén Waves
Alfvén waves are transverse waves which propagate along the magnetic eld lines. The disper-
sion relation for the Alfvén wave is:
!2 =
B20
40
k2z
where B0=
p
40 = vA is the Alfvén speed. B0 is a uniform equilibrium magnetic eld
chosen along z   axis: The Alfvén speed can be compared with a speed of sound in a gas.
If the disturbance propagates faster than the Alfvén speed, a shock wave develops. In the
interplanetary medium the typical Alfvén speeds are some tens of km=s and in the solar corona
it is some 100 km=s: Alfvén waves are non-dispersive in nature and their phase and group
velocities are the same.
1.1.2 Magnetoacoustic Waves
Magnetoacoustic waves are low frequency electromagnetic waves that propagate perpendicular
to the magnetic eld with alternating regions of compression and rarefaction in the plasma as
well as in the magnetic eld. The dispersion relation for the magnetoacoustic wave is
!2 = k2(v2A + c
2
s)
where
cs =
r
p0
0
p0 and 0 are the equilibrium pressure and density respectively and  is the adiabatic index.
The wave is non-dispersive as the phase speed doesnt involve frequency or wave number. The
other names of magnetoacoustic wave are fast MHD wave or fast magnetosonic wave because
the phase speed of magnetoacoustic wave surpasses the Alfvéns speed. If v2A >> c
2
s; i.e., for
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strong magnetic eld the phase speed of the magnetoacoustic wave is the Alfvén speed but its
properties are quite di¤erent from original Alfvén wave because it propagates perpendicular to
the magnetic eld. This wave is also called the compressive Alfvén wave. And if v2A << c
2
s;
i.e., for negligible magnetic eld the phase speed of magnetoacoustic wave becomes equal to the
sound speed [17, 18, 19].
Fig: 1.4 MHD waves by Shhmitt
1.1.3 Fast and Slow MHD Waves
It is possible for MHD wave to propagate in any direction relative to the magnetic eld. The
dispersion equation depends on the angle  between the ambient magnetic eld and the wave
vector. The dispersion relation for the Alfvén wave is given by
!2 = v2Ak
2
z = v
2
Ak
2 cos2 ;
called the intermediate mode and the dispersion equation for the magnetoacoustic mode is
!4   !2(v2A + c2s)k2 + v2Ac2sk2k2z = 0:
The dispersion relation gives two solutions with positive frequencies: fast magnetoacoustic
mode
10
!2F =
k2
2

v2A + c
2
s +
q 
v2A + c
2
s
2   4v2Ac2s cos2 
and the slow magnetoacoustic mode
!2s =
k2
2

v2A + c
2
s  
q 
v2A + c
2
s
2   4v2Ac2s cos2 
The phase velocity depends on the propagation angle ; therefore anisotropic but still all
the three modes intermediate mode, slow mode and the fast mode are non dispersive since the
phase velocity !=k is independent of k for all the modes.
The fast wave is capable of transporting energy in any direction. In this wave, the kinetic
pressure and the magnetic pressure are in phase whereas in slow MHD wave the kinetic pressure
and the magnetic pressure are out of phase, if one increases the other decreases. These two
pressures balance each other in an incompressible plasma and only the magnetic tension is
dominant [17, 20]. The intermediate mode !2=k2 = v2A cos
2  always lies between slow and the
fast mode.
To get more insight, If we consider parallel propagation, then for intermediate mode !2=k2 =
v2A while for the slow mode and the fast mode !
2=k2 = v2A and c
2
s:
If we consider perpendicular propagation, the intermediate mode and the slow mode have
phase velocities equal to zero since cos  = 0; while the phase velocity of the fast mode isq
v2A + c
2
s and the polarization is perpendicular to the ambient magnetic eld [17, 18, 21].
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Fig: 1.5(a) Joachim Vogt (Jacobs University Bremen) Waves in plasma Fluids Course 210332,
Spring 2010 16 / 44
Fig: 1.5(b) Joachim Vogt (Jacobs University Bremen) Waves in plasma Fluids Course 210332,
Spring 2010 16 / 44
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1.1.4 Dispersive Alfvén Waves
The modication of the dispersion relation of the shear Alfvén wave by gaining dependence on
k? gives rise to dispersive Alfvén wave [22]. When the Alfvén waves have small perpendicular
wavelength of the order of the ion/sound gyroradius or the electron inertial length, the properties
of the waves are changed and they turn into dispersive Alfvén waves or quasi-electrostatic waves.
The dispersive Alfvén waves are also called kinetic Alfvén waves. In such a case, a parallel
electric eld is produced and the ideal MHD model no longer remains applicable and instead
two uid or Vlasov model is to be used. The dispersion relation for the kinetic Alfvén wave is
!2 = k2zv
2
A
1 + k2?
2
s
1 + k2?c
2=!2pe
where s = cs=!ci is the ion acoustic gyroradius, cs is the speed of sound, !ci is the ion
gyrofrequency.
Stefant in 1970 [23], pointed out that if the perpendicular wavelength of the wave is compa-
rable to the ion Larmor radius then the ions will not pursue the magnetic lines of force; however,
the electrons have a tendency to do so i.e., they will stick to the lines of force because of their
smaller Larmor radii, so there occurs a separation of charges and a coupling of Alfvén waves
to the electrostatic longitudinal mode that causes a strong Landau damping of kinetic Alfvén
waves. The dispersive AWs are further divided into two categories depending on the relation
between plasma beta  and the electron-to-ion mass ratio, kinetic Alfvén waves (KAWs) for
warm plasmas and inertial Alfvén waves (IAWs) for cold plasmas. For mi=me . 1 or equiv-
alently vte . vA and Ti << Te, we get the dispersion relation for IAW which is dependent on
k?:
!2 =
k2kv
2
A
1 + k2?c
2=!2Pe
In this case the perpendicular wavelength ? is comparable to the electron inertial length.
Whereas for me=mi .  . 1 or vA . vte and Ti << Te; we get the dispersion relation for KAW
!2 = k2kv
2
A
 
1 + k2?
2
s

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In this case the perpendicular wavelength ? is comparable to the ion gyroradius.
The IAW and KAW have the components of group velocities normal to the magnetic eld
which ensures the propagation of energy obliquely to the magnetic eld. The components of
group velocity parallel to the eld are equal to the phase velocity along the eld. The parallel
group velocities are given by:
vgk =
d!
dkk
=
!
kk
The components of group velocity perpendicular to the eld are:
vg?inr: =
d!
dk?
=   !
k?
k2?c
2=!2Pe
1 + k2?c
2=!2Pe
and
vg?kin: =
!
k?
k2?
2
s 
1 + k2?
2
s

Fig: 1.6 Kinetic Alfven Waves by Yuriy Voitenko, 2012, Leuven Belgium
Both the IAW and the KAW are elliptically polarized with the right handed rotation of
transverse electric eld [24, 25]. Here the dependence on k? is due to thermal ion Larmor
radius. So the IAW and KAW wave modes, both adapt two important properties, they develop
a considerable electric eld parallel to the ambient magnetic eld and they acquire a dependence
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on k?:
The electron inertial e¤ects are signicant at altitudes up to 2   3 RE i.e., in the aurora,
(on the polar cusp) where most of the electron acceleration takes place due to the generation
of parallel electric eld [26, 27, 28]. The Larmor radii e¤ects become important at a height of
4  6 RE ; at the plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) [29]. The inertial limit of kinetic Alfvén
wave is valid in the Earths ionosphere and the edge area of tokamak whereas the kinetic limit
of kinetic Alfvén wave is appropriate for the Earths magnetosphere and the inner region of
fusion devices [30].
The dispersive Alfvén waves play an important role in space as well as laboratory plasmas.
In space, the dispersive Alfvén waves have their applications in energy transport over long
distances [31], in magnetosphere and ionosphere coupling [32, 33, 22], in turbulences and energy
cascade [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39], in the formation of vortices and lamentation [40, 41], and in
explaining the global resonance [42, 43] etc. In addition, many phenomena occurring in solar
atmosphere such as heating of coronal loops [44, 45] di¤usion and acceleration of particles in
aurora [42, 46, 47] and in fusion devices [48] can be explained by the theory of kinetic Alfvén
waves. In laboratory plasmas, the propagation of shear Alfvén waves in both the kinetic and
inertial regimes was studied in Large Plasma Device (LAPD) at UCLA by Gekelman [49]. In
the LAPD, the analysis of propagation of the waves in the presence of perpendicular density
gradient was done by Maggs and Morales [50]. The information about the presence of drift and
kinetic Alfvén waves in space is provided by spacecraft observation [51, 52]. Various theoretical
models of the plasma can be used to explain the low frequency wave propagation in nonuniform
plasmas along with the Maxwell equations for electric and magnetic elds.
1.2 The Theoretical Models
These models include: multiuid model, single uid model or ideal MHD model, two uid model
or Hall MHD model and the kinetic model. But out of these four models we are interested in
MHD model and kinetic model.
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1.2.1 The MHD Model
MHD is a uid model in which the uid is strongly magnetized and the ions and electrons are
supposed to be tied to the magnetic lines of force. The cyclotron frequency of both the ions
and electrons are much greater than the plasma frequency. The plasma in the MHD model
behaves like a single uid with a single pressure and temperature. The MHD model includes
the continuity equation and equation of motion with Maxwells equations.
@
@t
+r: (v) = 0

dv
dt
=  rp+ JB
E+ v B =J
and
rB = 0J
where , v;  and J are the density, velocity, electrical resistivity and the current density of
the uid respectively. In MHD model the displacement current is neglected in Ampere-Maxwell
law because of slow variation of electric eld. The adiabatic equation of state is also included
d
dt
 
p 

= 0
In the derivation of these equations the electrons are assumed to be inertialess, with no
mass compared to the ion mass. For collisionless plasma and without resistivity, the magnetic
lines of force are supposed to be frozen into the plasma. The ideal MHD theory is usually used
to treat the propagation of the waves in non uniform plasmas because the basic equations are
simple di¤erential equations [17, 18, 53].
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1.2.2 Kinetic Model
Fluid theory cannot explain the resonance produced by wave-particle interaction, Landau and
cyclotron damping in the collisionless plasmas. By collisionless plasmas we mean the plasmas
that are comparatively hot and tenuous and have large number of particles in a Debye sphere.
So the kinetic theory of plasmas is used to describe such e¤ects. The uid theory is based on
four independent variables x; y; z;and t and only the Maxwellian type of velocity distribution
is supposed to exist for each species. If the plasma is hot, collisions are infrequent and the
thermal equilibrium can not be sustained then a velocity distribution function f (v) is needed
for each species and there are seven independent variables f = f (r;v; t) : For such plasmas
the kinetic theory is used and is based on the Vlasov theory. To proceed with the kinetic
theory, the Vlasov equation and the Maxwells equations are Fourier transformed. Then the
expansions in terms of Bessel functions are used to derive the frequency ! and wavenumber k
for dielectric tensor ij components which can be described in terms of conductivity tensor ij :
The dispersion equation is then solved by an initial value problem, k is taken real and ! complex
or vice versa. So the complex frequency which would be taken to calculate the instabilities for
IAW and KAW is ! = !r + i; where !r is for real frequency and  indicates the growth or
damping rate [17, 19, 16].
Kinetic theory o¤ers a di¤erent method of nding the thermal e¤ects which results in KAW
mode. Now the KAW dispersion relation modied due to kinetic theory is given by
!2 = k2kv
2
A

1 + k2?
2
i

3
4
+
Te
Ti

Landau Damping
Landau damping cannot be achieved in the MHD model, it is purely a kinetic e¤ect. It is
a process of resonant interaction between the waves and particles. The strongest interaction
between the waves and particles occurs when the resonance condition
! = k:v;
is satised, where !; k and v are the frequency, wavevector and velocity of the particle
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respectively. When the resonance occurs, the phase of the particle is constant within the wave
frame and the particle is accelerated or retarded by the electric eld of the wave. During the
wave-particle interaction, the momentum and total energy of the system remains conserved. The
amplitude of the wave varies due to wave-particle interaction and is called Landau damping.
If the velocity of the particles is greater than the phase velocity of the wave vph = !=k; the
particles give energy to the wave and if the velocity of the particles is less than the phase
velocity of the wave, they gain energy from the wave and the net result is damping of the wave.
We more often come across with a situation in which the particles gain energy and the wave is
Landau damped.
Types of Resonances The two important types of resonance of the particles with waves that
can occur in the collisionless plasmas and yield dissipative heating of plasma are: the Cerenkov
resonance and the cyclotron resonance. For Cerenkov resonance
! = kv;
and the particles are in resonance with the wave. It is the case that can arise during plasma
oscillations with electrons, and in ion acoustic wave with both electrons and ions. Generally,
the wave propagates at some angle to the particle path, in this case
! = kv cos 
where  is the angle between the particle orbit and the wavevector.
For cyclotron resonance
!   kzvz t 
:
The resonance condition depends on velocity vz; where z indicates the direction parallel to
ambient magnetic eld. Faster particles gather at a gyroangle such that their electric vector
rotates in the same direction as the particle. Due to the bunched current, a secondary wave
is emitted and interferes constructively with the primary wave. Slower particles gather at a
gyroangle such that the electric vector rotates in the direction opposite to the particle, and the
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secondary wave emitted interferes destructively with the primary one. If the faster particles are
more than the slower particles, there will be an ultimate growth and vice versa [15, 17, 21].
1.2.3 Gyrokinetic Theory
At low frequencies, the guiding-centre approximation is used to describe the motion of a particle
in a magnetic eld. If the changes over a gyroperiod are small, then it is convenient to average
over a gyroperiod and explain the motion of a particle by the drift of its centre of gyration.
The guiding centre approximation results in adiabatic invariance of the magnetic moment,
 = v2?=2B; of the particle called the rst adiabatic invariant.
The Vlasov equation depicts the completion of distribution function f = f (x;v; t) in 6-
dimensional phase space (x;v) : By making the guiding centre approximation we can portray the
motion of a particle by the position vector xg and the parallel momentum of its guiding centre.
The beauty of the gyrokinetic theory is that for frequency ! << 
i; it eradicates one degree of
freedom in the kinetic depiction, therefore easing the problem from six to ve dimensions which
include three spatial and two in velocity space [54, 55, 56]. The new distribution function in
terms of gyrokinetic variables
 
xg; vk; ; ; t

is
f = F (xg; ; ; pz; t)
For low frequency modes for shear Alfvén waves, the gyromotion becomes insignicant. The
gyrokinetic theory decouples the fast gyromotion from the particles slow gyrocentre motion.
Rutherford and Frieman [57] and Taylor and Hastie [58] were the pioneers who derived the
electrostatic gyrokinetic model for low frequency modes. Later Catto et al., [54] applied the
gyrokinetic theory for electromagnetic modes. The same theory was independently given by
Antonsen et al., [55]. Frieman and Chen [56] derived non-linear electromagnetic gyrokinetic
equations for the rst time. Hahm, Lee and Brizard [59] derived the same with an alternative
technique using full distribution function and Hamiltonian method. Lee [60] then investigated
the signicance of gyrokinetic Maxwell equations. Qin et al., [61] developed a gyrokinetic model
for both short and long wavelength modes. For gyrokinetic equations to be applicable, three
basic conditions must be satised. These are strong magnetization, low frequency, and weak
coupling. In gyrokinetics, the strong magnetization means that i  Ln i.e., the ion Larmor
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radius must be much smaller than the spatial scale length of the plasma in equilibrium, low
frequency means !  !c; and the weak coupling means n0e3De  1; where n0e indicates
electron number density and De is the electron Debye length.
Fig: 1.7 Position of gyrocentre
To have plasma instabilities some free energy source must be present in the distribution
function contained in the dispersion function. (We have two free energy sources; density in-
homogeneity and temperature anisotropy.) With the increase of free energy, the imaginary
frequency, ; of the damped mode happens to be less negative till it approaches zero at some
value of the wavevector. It is called threshold of instability. The further increase in the value
of free energy leads to  > 0; i.e., the wave grows. It happens when some species of the plasma,
j, is in resonance with the instability at and above the threshold. The instability is called
kinetic instability. Both the free energy source and the dispersion characteristics are important
for the categorization of microinstability because the plasma may become unstable to di¤erent
modes even with a same source of free energy. We are dealing in our problems with two types
of instabilities: resonant (drift wave) or kinetic instability and hydrodynamic instability or re
hose and mirror instability.
1.3 The Instabilities
The plasma instabilities are usually classied in two major groups: macroinstabilities and mi-
croinstabilities. A macroinstability is caused by the arrangement of the medium in conguration-
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space and occurs at longer wavelengths. Macroinstabilities grow quickly at ki << 1 where
i is the gyroradius of a specic ion. The common examples are Rayleigh-Taylor instability
and Kelvin Helmholtz instability. Ballooning and ute instabilities are macroinstabilities which
occur in magnetized plasmas in low frequency regime.
Microinstabilities are generated in the plasma by a velocity space anisotropy and therefore
usually explained by Vlasov equation. The microinstabilities grow at shorter wavelengths and
maximum growth occurs at ki & 1. The instability gives rise to increased level of uctuations
in the plasma called microturbulence and the mode becomes unstable. The enhanced radiation
and scattering of particles caused by microturbulence results in anomalous transport. The
examples of microinstabilities are beam-driven instability in the unmagnetized plasma and the
cyclotron and drift mode instability or universal instability in magnetized plasma [15, 16].
1.3.1 Drift Wave Instability
Kinetic Alfvén waves can be excited in plasma by many ways including temperature anisotropy,
velocity shear, inhomogeneities in density and magnetic eld etc. As conrmed by the Hinode
observations [62], the solar atmosphere is tremendously inhomogeneous with the density la-
ments just like grass. The density inhomogeneities accompanied with the magnetic eld set a
most appropriate environment for the drift waves. A large amount of free energy is present in
the corona for the instability of the drift waves as predicted by Vranjes and Poedts [63]. They
suggested that the energy stored in the gradients of density, magnetic eld and temperature
gives rise to drift wave instability which causes the heating of corona.
Drift waves exist both in collisional as well as collisionless plasmas in the photosphere and
in solar corona respectively; therefore named as universally growing mode and the instability
associated is called universal instability. In collisional plasma, the drift mode arises due to
the collisions between the electrons which can be explained by two uid model. Two uid
model is applicable in lower chromosphere where the plasma is extremely collisional. Drift
wave cannot be explained by single uid MHD model. It is for two reasons, i) the coronal
heating occurs at much smaller scale lengths than those required for MHD model and ii) there is
large proton temperature anisotropy, the perpendicular temperature is greater than the parallel
temperature and the ion temperature is di¤erent from electron temperature. When the plasma
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 becomes greater than the electrostatic limit, the drift mode becomes electromagnetic and the
coupling of drift wave and the KAW occurs. In the hot plasma, the coupling was rst observed
experimentally by Nishida and Ishii [64]. In non collisional plasma, the mode grows due to
electron resonant e¤ects i.e., kinetic e¤ects and the important thing is the presence of density
gradient perpendicular to the uniform magnetic eld. These modes are usually associated with
the diamagnetic drift. The unstable drift modes are always present because everywhere in
the universe we come across with inhomogeneities. The drift modes incorporate both kinds of
instabilities reactive and kinetic and the dispersion properties of the unstable mode and the
source of free energy available determine the type of instability involved. The kinetic instabilities
emerge due to resonant electrons [15]. What actually happens, in collisionless plasmas, in case
of drift wave kinetic theory is that mode grows, in the presence of density gradient, due to
Landau or Cerenkov resonance. Due to Landau damping the energy is absorbed by the ions
and the electron-wave interaction is destabilized [65, 66]. The drift modes are actually modied
wave modes. The wave properties are modied due to the presence of drift motions when the
frequencies are low of the order of drift frequencies

! and consequently we obtain drift modes.
The gradients in the plasma lead to the drift motions which can be described by drift-kinetic
equation given by kinetic theory.
1.3.2 Hydrodynamic Instabilities
Montgomery et al. in 1976 [67] were pioneer in studying the temperature-anisotropy driven
plasma instabilities. Gary, in his book [16], gave a general description of space-plasma microin-
stabilities. Daughton and Gary [68] veried that the electromagnetic instabilities generated by
beam kinetic energy can control the beam velocity. Yoon [69] predicted that the re-hose insta-
bility driven by temperature anisotropy can excite the KAWs. The electromagnetic cyclotron
instability driven by T?=Tk > 1; was studied by Gary et al. [70]. Kasper et al. [71] investigated
the re-hose instability which may arise in the solar wind and proved that Tk= T? > 1 was in
complete agreement with the theoretical results obtained by Gary et al. [72]. Malovichko [73]
investigated the anisotropic instability of Alfvén waves in the solar atmosphere and provided
a mechanism of generation of KAWs which results in heating and acceleration of particles in
the chromospheric and coronal plasma. Bashir and Murtaza [74] recently studied temperature
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anisotropic instabilities in uniform magnetized plasmas. Bashir et al., [75] discussed the KAWs
in temperature anisotropic Maxwellian plasmas.
We are discussing here only the instabilities driven by T? > Tk for IAW and KAW when
Te = Ti and both T? > Tk and Tk > T? when Te > Ti for drift magnetosonic mode. The
condition T? > Tk is often detected in space rather than Tk > T?: It is because when Tk >
T?; the particles (dont stay at their original position) speedily move away from the place
of energization along with the ambient magnetic eld. The instabilities can be classied as:
electron temperature anisotropy instabilities and ion temperature anisotropy instabilities.
Electron Temperature Anisotropy Instabilities
To describe these instabilities the electron-ion plasma is considered. The distribution is usually
taken bi-Maxwellian.
The Electron Firehose Instability The electron rehose instability is caused due to heating
of plasma in a direction parallel to the ambient magnetic eld i.e., Tke > T?e [76]. At kB0 = 0;
the instability is left handed circularly polarized. Ions are cyclotron resonant whereas the
electrons are nonresonant for
 e  >> 1 [16]: The high temperature in the parallel direction
may be due to EUV or X-ray emissions present in solar ares [77] or it may be due to damping of
Alfvén waves or the fast modes caused by the strong gradients. The eld aligned electric current
generated in turn can accelerate electrons to very high energies [78, 79, 80]. The instability
gives the considerable growth rates for comparatively large values of  ' 1:
The Whistler Anisotropy Instability On the contrary, if T?e > Tke we get whistler
anisotropy instability. The electrons in this instability are cyclotron resonant whereas the ions
are nonresonant for
+e  >> 1: At k  B0 = 0; the maximum growth rate of the instability
occurs. The di¤erent magnetospheric uctuations are caused by whistler anisotropy instability
[81]. The anisotropic, energetic electrons in the magnetosphere generate chorus. The condition
T?e > Tke is also observed in the magnetosheath [82]. The superthermal electrons due to
electron temperature anisotropy in the perpendicular direction can produce lion roars [83].
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Ion Temperature Anisotropy Instabilities
The Proton (Ion) Fire Hose Instability This instability is generated when plasma ion
beta i is su¢ciently large. The instability is right hand circularly polarized and have maximum
growth at kB0 = 0 [84]: The ions, for this instability, are cyclotron resonant (+i > 1) while
the electrons are nonresonant (+e >> 1) yielding the growth rate independent of Te=Ti. As the
temperature anisotropy increases, the instability emerges out as the whistler or magnetoacoustic
wave.
When T?i > Tki; two types of instabilities arise: the ion cyclotron instability and the mirror
instability.
The Ion Cyclotron Anisotropy Instability Ion cyclotron instability is the fastest growing
mode which arises when T?i > Tki for  . 6 and Te  Ti in electron-ion plasma [84, 85]. It has
left handed circular polarization in the propagation direction and has maximum growth rate at
kB0 = 0: As the temperature anisotropy increases the instability develops into Alfvén or ion
cyclotron wave [86]. In this instability the ions are cyclotron resonant
 +i  & 1 whereas the
electrons are nonresonant
 +e  >> 1.
The Mirror Instability The mode exists in low frequency MHD limit, !r = 0 in a uniform
plasma and is Landau resonant
 0i  << 1 : The maximum growth of the instability occurs
when the wave vector is oblique to B0: The mirror instability has larger growth rate for low 
plasmas when T?e >> Tke or due to the helium ions being there in low quantity near threshold
[87].
The instabilities caused by T?i > Tki are observed in magnetosphere which due to the
presence of hot and cold plasma components sets the most suitable environment for these insta-
bilities. The condition T?i > Tki also exists in magnetosheath and the anisotropic distribution
becomes bi-Maxwellian. These anisotropic ion distributions also arise in solar wind at the Earth
bow shock [88, 89]. In the plasma depletion layer ion cyclotron temperature anisotropy exists
with low plasma  and less density [89, 90, 91], because the cyclotron uctuations occur when
 << 1: Whereas the mirror like uctuations are observed in the magnetosheath related to the
  1 [91, 92, 93]. The ratio T?i=Tki plays an important role in determining the growth rate of
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an instability.
We are dealing with obliquely propagating MHD waves, IAW, KAW and the fast mode. In
all the cases, the ambient magnetic eld pointing along z   axis; B0 = Bbbz is supposed to be
uniform. v? is making an angle  with x   axis and k? is making an angle  with x   axis:
The one dimensional density inhomogeneity is taken along x   axis so our k lies in the y   z
plane.
We calculate the dielectric tensor for inhomogeneous, magnetized plasma with temperature
anisotropy using gyrokinetic theory, following Liu and Tripathi and Salimullah et al. [94, 95].
The detailed derivation is given in Appendix A. We will present the formalism of the gyrokinetic
model for a perturbed distribution function in an inhomogeneous, bi-Maxwellian plasma which
in turn is used to nd the generalized dispersion relation of kinetic Alfvén wave.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Model
Consider the propagation of a small amplitude, low frequency electromagnetic wave perturba-
tion in the presence of an ambient magnetic eld in a collisionless plasma. We shall use the
gyrokinetic model wherein the distribution function F is expressed in terms of gyrokinetic
variables and is written as
F (x;v; t) = F (xg; ; ; pz; t) : (2.1)
Here  indicates the species, xg is the position of the gyrocentre and
xg = x    = x   v  !c
!2c
, !c =
qB0
mc
,  =
mv
2
?
2!c
,  = tan 1

vy
vx

, and
pz = mvz where  = v?=!c
The Vlasov equation with the chosen distribution function is written as
@F
@t
+

xg?
@F
@xg?
+

xgk
@F
@xgk
+


@F
@
+


@F
@
+

pz
@F
@pz
= 0: (2.2)
To calculate the time derivatives of xg?; ;  and pz; we shall use the equation of motion
dv
dt
=
qE
m
+ v  !c + q
mc
v B: (2.3)
where E andB are the electric and magnetic elds of the electromagnetic wave perturbation.
Resultantly, we obtain
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
xg? =  qE?  !c
m!2c
+
q
mc!2c
[(B:!c)v?   (v:!c)B?] ; (2.4)

 = !c   q
mv?

Ex sin    Ey cos  + sin  (v B)x
c
  cos  (v B)y
c

; (2.5)

 =
q
!c
E?  v? + q
c!c
(v B)?  v?; (2.6)
and

pz = qEz +
q
c
(v B)z ; (2.7)
where v? makes an angle  with x axis and k? makes an angle  with x axis: Using the
identity of Bessel function, the sinusoidal perturbations are calculated in terms of gyrokinetic
variables as
E = eEe i(!t kx) = eEe i(!t kxg)X
n
Jn (k?) e
in( ); (2.8)
B = ckE=!; (2.9)
and
f =ffe i(!t kxg)X
n
Jn (k?)e
in( ); (2.10)
where we have used
eik? sin( ) =
X
n
Jn (k?) e
in( ): (2.11)
Substituting these values of the perturbed electric and magnetic elds in equations 2.4 to
2.7 , we get
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
xg =
q
m!c
e i(!t kxg)
X
n
ein( )


1  kkvk
!
  n!c
!

JnEy +
kyvk
!
JnEk
+
kyv?
2!
[Jn 1 (Ex   iEy) ei + Jn+1 (Ex + iEy) e i]

; (2.12)

 =
q
!c
e i(!t kxg)
X
n
ein( )


1  kkvk
!

v?
2
[Jn 1 (Ex   iEy) ei +Jn+1 (Ex + iEy) e i] + n!c
!
JnvkEk
o
;
(2.13)

 = !c; (2.14)
and

pz = qe
 i(!t kxg)
X
n
ein( )


1  n!c
!

JnEk +
kkv?
2!
[Jn 1 (Ex   iEy) ei + Jn+1 (Ex + iEy) e i]

:
(2.15)
From the Vlasov equation in guiding centre coordinates, it is obvious that in equilibrium,
@
@t
= 0; E = 0; B = 0;

 = 0;

pz = 0;

xg = 0 and

 = !c; and then the distribution function
becomes a constant of motion. The total distribution function about the equilibrium is written
as
F = f0 (; pz; xg) + f (x;v; t) : (2.16)
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Now introducing one-dimensional density inhomogeneity, the equilibrium distribution func-
tion becomes
f0 = n0(x)fM (; pz) ; (2.17)
where
n0(x) = n0 (1 xg=Ln) (2.18)
here Ln is the scale length of density inhomogeneity for the species : Ln =  n0 (x) =n00 (x)
and n00 (x) = dn0 (x) =dx: Generally, Ln is a function of x but the scale length of inhomo-
geneity becomes independent of x when a specic direction is chosen such that n0 (x) =
n0 (1 xg=Ln) and taking xg << Ln:
Since we wish to consider temperature anisotropic medium, we choose the distribution
function which is bi-Maxwellian given by
fM =
!c=m
2


3
2 vtkv
2
t?
e
 
!c
T? e
 
p2k
2mTk : (2.19)
Thus
@fM
@
=   !c
T?
fM ,
@fM
@pk
=
@
@pk
e
 
p2k
2mTk =   vk
Tk
fM : (2.20)
The linearized Vlasov equation then becomes
@f
@t
+ vz
@f
@z
+

xg
@f0
@xg
+


@f
@
+


@f0
@
+

pz
@f0
@pz
= 0: (2.21)
Substituting the values of f and f0 from eqs. 2.10 and 2.17 respectively and rearranging
the linearized Vlasov equation, we get
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Dening fn = Jn (k?)ff and putting the values of xg; ;  and pz from eqs. 2.12 to 2.15,
we get
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Thus
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where
kyv
2
t?
2!cLn
=

!is the diamagnetic drift frequency, and v
2
t? = 2T?=m; v
2
tk =
2Tk=m:
To solve the expression
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we use the following identities of Bessel function
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(2.27)
We use the above perturbed distribution function to nd the current density J and after
executing some straightforward steps; we calculate the dielectric tensor components for non
relativistic, magnetized plasma taking into account the temperature anisotropy and the density
inhomogeneity. These are given in the Appendix A. Using two of these components yy and zz,
we will calculate the expression for kinetic Alfven waves.
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2.1 Dispersion Relation of Kinetic Alfvén Wave
Now we shall derive the dispersion relation for two limiting cases, the inertial limit and the
kinetic limit.
Fig: 2.1 Geometry of the problem
Choosing k = k (0; ky; kz) ; the kinetic Alfvén wave is given by
24 yy  N2k NkN?
NkN ? zz  N2?
35 24 Ey
Ez
35 = 0; (2.28)
where for low  plasma, in the low frequency range, the non- diagonal components of the
tensor have been neglected, and where for kinetic Alfvén waves the electric eld vector E and
the propagation vector k lie in the same plane [32, 48]. The dispersion relation is therefore
given by

yy  N2k

zz = yyN
2
?: (2.29)
The tensor components yy and zz; given in the Appendix A, are
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where b =
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2!2c
and In is the modied Bessel function.
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 1; the asymptotic expansion of Z (n) is given by
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Putting l = 0 and taking  = =2; the expressions for yy and zz reduce to
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We introduce  n (b) given by
 n (b) = Ine
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 ; (2.36)
It is useful to separate n = 0 term from n 6= 0 terms. Using the symmetric property
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For low  plasma and small gyroradii,
 0 (b) = e
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 + 3
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Using the property of modied Bessel function
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and taking the low frequency limit !2  !2c; we get
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Writing b = k
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 and separating the terms for ions and electrons, the tensor components
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where v2
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In deriving the above relations we have neglected the smaller terms on the basis ofme=mi 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This is the generalized expression for kinetic Alfvén waves wherein the contributions from
the e¤ects of temperature anisotropy, density inhomogeneity and gyroradii of electrons and ions
are incorporated. Note that two modes are appearing in the expression, the Alfvén mode and
the ion acoustic mode, which are coupled by k?:
Now we shall derive the dispersion relation for two limiting cases, the inertial limit and the
kinetic limit.
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Chapter 3
Inertial Alfvén Waves
An inertial Alfvén wave exists when the Alfvén speed is larger or comparable to electron thermal
speed [22]. A parallel electric eld produced by the dispersive Alfvén wave can accelerate
electrons in a magnetized, hot and tenuous corona. In ideal MHD, the electrons are inertialess
and they immediately react to a parallel electric eld caused by the Alfvénic perturbation
therefore no parallel electric eld exists. A perpendicular electric eld though survive but is
unable to accelerate the particles. Plasma, in reality, has electrons with nite mass and inertia
along with a nite thermal speed and pressure. So parallel electric elds are generated which
cause electron energization by the dissipation of wave energy [96]. The electron inertial e¤ect
is most signicant at altitudes near 2  3 RE and the auroral acceleration is supposed to arise
in this region [97]. The generation of parallel electric elds by electron inertia in the ionosphere
and magnetosphere was investigated by Goertz and Bosswell [98].
The dispersion relation for shear Alfvén wave in the ideal MHD doesnt depend on the
perpendicular wave number but the Larmor radius in case of KAWs and electron inertia in
inertial Alfvén wave initiate a dependence on wave number. In the kinetic regime, the frequency
of the wave increases with increasing perpendicular wave number k?; while in the inertial regime,
it decreases with increasing k? and the group velocity has opposite signs in the two  regimes.
The perpendicular wave number of the wave is an important parameter for determining the
magnitude of Landau damping. For   me=mi; the Landau damping becomes very small, in
agreement with the uid approximation. For   me=mi; the Landau damping becomes an
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important phenomenon of the perpendicular wave number [32]. Moreover k?=kk denes the
obliqueness of the wave, either it propagates in the x  z plane or in y   z plane according to
the geometry of the problem.
Kinetic Alfvén waves were introduced for the rst time by Hasegawa and Chen in 1975 [99] to
explain the electrons and ions heating by a surface wave at the magnetopause in the terrestrial
magnetosphere. Lysak and Hudson in 1979 [100] pointed out the signicance of the inertial
Alfvén waves in low  plasmas which are present in the Earths magnetosphere and ionosphere.
The Alfvén wave dispersion relations in both the kinetic and the inertial limit were discussed
by Hasegawa and Uberoi in 1982 [101] and by Goertz in 1984 [46]. Murtaza et al., in 1984
[102] highlighted the importance of electron inertia which gives rise to the shear Alfvén wave.
The coupling of nite parallel electric eld component with kinetic Alfvén wave is considered
an important mechanism of accelerating electron beams in the aurora [32, 46, 103, 104]. It is
suggested that the Alfvén waves are responsible for the transport of energy released in the solar
ares [78]. It is strongly believed that the inertial Alfvén waves are responsible for acceleration
of electrons in the polar regions of the Earths magnetosphere and ionosphere [105, 22, 106, 107].
As the plasma parameters vary with altitude both the limits of shear Alfvén waves naturally
take part in these processes. These modes are also responsible for the transport of energy
in fusion devices [108, 109]. In fact, in stars, planetary atmosphere and in fusion devices,
the magnetized plasma is of nite extent, but their characteristic scale length greatly varies.
The perpendicular gradient in density and gradient in temperature arise due to nite nature of
plasma. Baronia and Tiwari [110] studied kinetic Alfvén waves in an inhomogeneous anisotropic
magnetoplasma in the presence of an inhomogeneous electric eld and suggested that plasma
density inhomogeneity is a fundamental source of free energy to excite kinetic Alfvén waves.
Vranjes and Poedts [111] suggested that a mode of plasma with density gradient becomes
unstable when the ow gradient surpasses a certain threshold. The drift modes in plasma
are associated with diamagnetic drift which are caused by inhomogeneity in plasma. In actual
practice, these drift waves have small kk and the instability can be balanced by a shear motion in
the magnetic eld but not always [15]. The shear in the magnetic eld bounds the wavelength
k 1k along the magnetic eld if the frequencies are of the order of drift frequency

! which
consequently reduces the instability.
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In this chapter, the previously obtained dispersion relation for generalized kinetic Alfvén
wave, incorporating the density inhomogeneity and temperature anisotropy, is used to nd the
kinetic Alfvén waves in the inertial limit and expression for the growth rate of IAW is also
calculated. We will nd that density inhomogeneity acts as a source of free energy and can
increase the growth of the wave.
3.1 Inertial Limit of Kinetic Alfvén Waves (IKAWs)
We have the inertial limit
!
k
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k 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;
and in this case the perpendicular wavelength is comparable to the electron inertial length
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where 1 is given in eq. 2.47 and
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Rearranging the terms, we may rewrite the above relation 3.2 as
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This is the inertial wave with temperature anisotropy, density inhomogeneity and gyroradii of
both ions and electrons. If we ignore the gyroradii, we obtain
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We numerically solve the above equation 3.5 using the following parameters for solar corona
[112]: n = 109cm 3; B = 250 G; T? = 10
4eV; Tk = 10
3eV: Here
c2
sk
v2A
= 0:0003; vA =
1:7 109cm=s; Here L =
v2t?
2!cLVA
; Li = Le  L; Ti = Te and !e =   !i:
Figure (3.1) shows the standard graph for an isotropic and homogeneous plasma [17] i.e.,
for  = 0 and L = 0. The inertial Alfvén wave (IAW) is a backward propagating wave with
negative slope of the dispersion curve. The graphs is plotted for !=kkvA vs k?=kk:
Fig: 3.1 shows the standard graph of !=kkvA vs k?=kk for IAW for  = 0 and L = 0:
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Figure (3.2) and gure (3.3) are the plots of !=kkvA vs  and !=kkvA vs L respectively
for IAWs. These graphs are plotted taking a xed value of kk: To x the value of kk we have
chosen c2k2k=!
2
pe  0:1 which xes k2k = 4 10 4cm 2:
Figure (3.2) shows the variation of phase velocity with temperature anisotropy. The graph
is plotted for three di¤erent values of density inhomogeneity factor L; L = 0; 3:7  10 2
(scale length L = 30 cm) and 3:7  10 1(L = 3:0 cm): The graph shows that temperature
anisotropy  contributes a little. The phase velocity of the wave increases with the increase
of density inhomogeneity and the change is drastic for L = 3:7  10 1 i.e., L = 3:0 cm. The
increase in phase velocity with the increase of L indicates that density inhomogeneity is a
source of free energy which tends to enhance the phase velocity of the wave.
Fig: 3.2 shows the graph of !=kkvA vs  for IAW for constant values of
L; L = 0; 3:7 10 2 and 3:7 10 1:
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Figure (3.3) is the plot of !=kkvA vs L: The graph shows the variation of L for di¤erent
values of ;  = 0; 3; 6 and 10. We have a cubic equation which shows three roots in the graph
for  = 0. For  = 3 to  = 10; we see the rise in phase velocity with the increase of L. This
behavior is the same for all values of : But the trend is opposite for lower root and the phase
velocity of the wave decreases with the increase of : It means that for some specic root, the
density inhomogeneity tends to increase the phase velocity while the temperature anisotropy
tends to decrease it.
Fig: 3.3 shows the graph of !=kkvA vs L for IAW for constant values of ;  = 0; 3; 6 and 10.
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3.2 Growth Rate of IKAWs
Assuming  < !r for ! = !r + i;the general formula for growth rate
 =   ImD (!; k)
@
@!r
ReD (!; k)
: (3.7)
To calculate the growth rate, we use asymptotic expansion of Z(n) for large argument
(i:e; n > 1) as in Eq. 2.32,
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The growth or damping rate for IAW is given by
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Here we have taken the approximation that

!e =   !i and k2?2i < 1; k2k2De < 1 and T?e > Tke.
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As the density of the corona is comparatively less than that of the photosphere, the low
density, collisionless plasma is ideal for the instabilities to grow when a free energy source is
present. The particles exchange energy with the waves. The resonance condition for wave
particle interaction is
!   kkvA   n!c = 0
where n = 0;1;2; :::
The Landau or Cerenkov resonance condition is fullled for n = 0: The particles moving
parallel to the magnetic eld gain energy and the waves are Landau damped. For inertial
Alfvén waves, Fletcher & Hudson (2008) [78] pointed out that such low  ( < me=mi) occurs
in the lower solar corona especially above sun spots. The inhomogeneity in the plasma causes
diamagnetic drift and the drift motion in turn leads to drift modes, so the properties of the
waves are modied. The electric eld associated with the drift waves ensures the acceleration of
electrons in the direction parallel to the magnetic eld. The electron acceleration is the result
of drift wave instability and the source for this instability is density inhomogeneity. The kinetic
theory of drift waves exhibits that the mode is always unstable.
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In our problem there are two free energy sources, the density gradient and the temperature
anisotropy and we want to see how these two sources can enhance or cancel out the e¤ect of
each other. We have made plots of =! vs ; =! vs L and =! vs ck?=!pe by choosing the
same parameters for solar corona as given for real plots: Fig. 3.4 is a graph of =! vs  for
three di¤erent values of L; i.e., L = 0:33; 0:35 and 0:37: The graph shows that the growth of
the wave decreases with the increase of temperature anisotropy.
Fig: 3.4 is the graph of =! vs  for three di¤erent values of L; i.e., L = 0:33; 0:35 and 0:37:
Figure 3.5 is the plot of =! vs L taking di¤erent values of ; i.e.,  = 12; 13 and 15:The
gure shows that the curves atten as the e¤ect of temperature anisotropy is increased and also
the domain of the growth decreases with the increase of : So we can conclude that for some
specic values of L and , the density inhomogeneity which is a source of free energy tends to
make the wave unstable whereas the temperature anisotropy tends to make it stable.
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Fig: 3.5 is the graph of =! vs L for three di¤erent values of ; i.e.,  = 12; 13 and 15.
In Fig. (3.6), with xed ; we can see the same trend as observed in Fig. (3.5). Here again
the temperature anisotropy tends to decrease the growth of the wave.
Fig: 3.6 is the plot of =! vs ck?=!pe for three di¤erent values of ;  = 12:6; 13 and 15:
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Chapter 4
Kinetic Alfvén Waves
As mentioned in the introduction, Alfvén waves are considered important for the heating of
solar corona and for energy transport from sun to Earth. Goossens et al., [113], studied the
heating of solar corona by MHD Alfvén waves. The disadvantage of the MHD Alfvén waves is
the weak damping of these waves which makes them improper for energy transfer from waves
to particles. Kinetic Alfvén waves (Alfvén waves including the nite Larmor radii e¤ects) are
the important candidate for the transfer of energy [23, 114]. These obliquely propagating MHD
Alfvén waves show the appearance of electric eld Ez parallel to the magnetic eld and the
dispersion relation depends on the perpendicular wave number k?: The parallel electric eld
is developed by dispersive Alfvén waves (kinetic Alfvén waves in the kinetic limit (KKAWs))
because the wavelength of the wave perpendicular to ambient magnetic eld is of the order of
ion gyro radius i [46, 32, 17]: The variation of temperature and density results in two di¤erent
forms of dispersive Alfvén waves depending on altitude. The kinetic Alfvén wave (KKAWs)
arises in the intermediate value of plasma  (me=mi <  = c
2
s=v
2
A < 1) at higher altitude such
as in plasma sheet boundary layer [115] and along the auroral eld lines [116] where the electron
pressure supports the electric eld [32, 117]. Here the thermal velocity of electrons is greater
than Alfvén velocity i.e.,vte > vA: The evidence is provided by the space craft observations
that near Earth0s plasma environment, which is considered a plasma laboratory, the drift and
KKAWs perturbaions eternally exist.
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Fig: 4.1 Aurora  multiscale Alfvén wave ux
Gary [16] gave a general description of space-plasma micro instabilities. Yoon [69] predicted
that the re-hose instability driven by temperature anisotropy can excite the KAWs. Lysak and
Lotko [32] estimated the kinetic Alfvén wave dispersion relation in a homogeneous plasma with
full ions and electrons gyroradius e¤ects taking the approximations that ! << 
i;  << 1 and
 << k2?
2
i . Bashir et al., [75] and Bashir and Murtaza [74] calculated the same including tem-
perature anisotropies of both the ions and electrons and used the dispersion relation to nd the
expressions for inertial and kinetic limits of kinetic Alfvén wave but they didnt nd instability.
The particle aspect analysis of KAWs in inhomogeneous plasma for loss-cone distribution was
highlighted by Baronia and Tiwari and Duan et al., [110, 118]. Vranjes and Poedts [119] studied
the drift-Alfvén waves, in both the linear and non linear regime, in spatially bounded inhomo-
geneous plasma. They also probed the kinetic instability of drift-Alfvén waves in solar corona
and made a comparison of growth rates of electrostatic and the electromagnetic modes [63].
They found the resonant instability with density inhomogeneity but without taking into account
the temperature anisotropy. The stability of coupled Alfvén and drift compressional modes in
non-uniform magnetosphere was given by Klimushkin and Mager [120]. They suggested that
heating is caused by drift wave instability which in turn arises due to the energy stored in the
gradients of density, magnetic eld and temperature. Chen and Wu [45] investigated the KAW
instability, which was driven by eld-aligned current in the solar coronal loops in the nite 
regime. They derived the dispersion relation with temperature anisotropy then for the sake of
simplicity they considered the isotropic case and derived the hydrodynamic instability.
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In this chapter, we obtain the general dispersion relation for kinetic Alfvén waves in the
kinetic limit (KKAWs) in low beta plasma (me=mi < k < 1) and small but nite Larmor
radius (keeping the terms upto square order of k?i) which include the temperature anisotropy
and density inhomogeneity by using the gyrokinetic theory [94, 121]. The stability analysis
applicable to the wide range of plasma parameters is performed along with the estimate of
growth rate. Our goal is to discuss the dispersion of Alfvén wave and its coupling to the drift
waves and to devise a mechanism by which the drift Alfvén wave instability, caused by the
density gradient, may be suppressed by increasing the temperature anisotropy ratio (T?e;i >
Tke;;i):
4.1 Kinetic Limit of Kinetic Alfvén Wave (KKAWs)
Following the procedure given in the rst chapter i.e., choosing the geometry of the system
such that the density inhomogeneity is along x direction, the wavevector k in the y   z plane
and the uniform magnetic eld B0 in the z-direction and taking the low frequency (! < !ci)
and the small but nite Larmor radii limits in the general dispersion relation 2.46 we obtain
the linear dispersion relation of KAWs for a temperature anisotropy Maxwellian distribution
for electron-ion plasma as(
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where 0 = !=kkvtk is the argument of the standard plasma dispersion function Z (0) ;
Dk(= vtk=
p
2!p) is the Debye length, (= vt?=!ci) is the Larmor radius, vt(?;k)(=
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q
2T(?;k)=m) are the perpendicular and parallel thermal velocities, csk(=
q
Tek=mi) is the
sound velocity, vA(= B0=
p
4n0mi) is the Alfvén velocity, c is the velocity of light, !p(=p
4n0e2=m) is the plasma frequency where  = e; i. 1; 2 are the temperature anisotropy
factors dened in Eqs. (2.47) and (3.3) respectively. The generalized dispersion relation (4.1)
for KAWs includes the e¤ects of the density inhomogeneity, the temperature anisotropy, and
the gyroradii of electrons and ions through the terms involving the drift frequencies

!e;i; the
temperature anisotropy ratios T?e;i=Tke;i and the normalized Larmor radii k?e;i respectively.
The plasma dispersion function Z
 
0e;i

enables us to di¤erentiate between two branches
of KAWs based on the di¤erent response of electrons (i.e., 0e  1; 0e  1) but for the same
response of ions (0i > 1). One is the inertial limit (i.e., 0e > 1) in which inertia of the electrons
(c=!pe) plays a dominant role and the dispersion of the Alfvén waves becomes negative (i.e., the
phase velocity decreases with the increase in the perpendicular wavevector k?): On the other
hand, the kinetic limit (i.e., 0e < 1) contains the kinetic e¤ects of electrons through sound
velocity cs and contrary to the inertial limit, it shows the positive dispersion (i.e., the phase
velocity increases with the increase in the perpendicular wavevector k?):
In the previous chapter, the focus was limited to the inertial limit of the KAWs. However in
this chapter, we shall discuss the kinetic limit to highlight the e¤ects of temperature anisotropy
and the density inhomogeneity on the dispersion of KAWs. We also present the stability analysis
of KKAWs taking into account the wave-particle interaction through the resonant denominator
of the plasma dispersion function.
To derive the dispersion relation of KKAWs, we assume:
vtki <
!
k
 vtke and
me
mi
 k =
2c2
sk
v2A
 1:
The expansion of plasma dispersion function is given by
Z (ni) =  
1
ni
  1
23ni
  3
45ni
+     + ipe 2ni ; (4.2)
and
Z (ne) =  2ne

1  2
2
ne
3
+
44ne
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+     

+ i
p
e 
2
ne ; (4.3)
and resultantly the expansions of the plasma dispersion functions take the form
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Using the above expansions in Eq. (4.1), the dispersion relation simplies to
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In the above dispersion relation, the rst (second) square bracket represents the Alfvén wave
(ion-acoustic wave) with modications due to the drift e¤ects, the temperature anisotropy e¤ect
and the Larmor radii e¤ects and these two modes couple to each other by the ion inertial length
c2k2?=!
2
pi on the right hand side. The terms containing i
p
 depict the e¤ects of wave-particle
interaction that appear due to the Landau resonance. The coupling of these two modes gives
rise to the KKAW, coupled drift and kinetic Alfvén wave, interpreted as drift-Alfvén wave by
Vranjes [119].
The dispersion relation of kinetic limit of KAWs presented here is a more general form of the
results given in the literature [63, 75, 122]. On ignoring the drift e¤ects and the wave-particle
interaction, it exactly reduces to the result (in Eq. (22)) obtained by Bashir et al.,[75] and if we
consider the isotropic but inhomogeneous plasma and neglect the contribution of ion parallel
response (i.e., kkcsk), we retrieve the result (in Eq. (14)) derived by Vranjes and Poedts [63].
In the following, we will separate the real and imaginary parts of the Eq. (4.4) and will
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determine the real frequency and the growth rate of the KKAWs to discuss the dispersion
characteristics and stability mechanism of this wave.
The real dispersion relation extracted from the Eq. (4.4) is obtained as,
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The real dispersion relation (4.5) is plotted in Figs. (4.2-4.4) to show the change in dispersion
characteristics with drift e¤ects and anisotropy. Fig. (4.2) shows the dispersion e¤ect on the
Alfvén wave. For homogeneous and isotropic plasma i.e., L = v
2
t?=2!cLnvA = 0;  = 0,
there exists only one root (dashed line) corresponds to the standard KKAWs showing that
the phase velocity increases with the increase in the normalized perpendicular wavevector k?i
(i.e., positive dispersion). Due to temperature anisotropy (L = 0;  = 3), the KKAWss
root (upper root) depicts the increment in the phase speed however an extra root (lower root)
emerges which belongs to the ion-acoustic mode containing the contribution of temperature
anisotropy () and small but nite larmor radius e¤ects (k?i) as discussed in Eq. (29) of
Ref. [75]. For inhomogeneous but isotropic case (L = 0:3;  = 0), the upper root is the
KKAWs with modication of drift e¤ects and the lower root is the drift wave however the ion-
acoustic mode is suppressed. The upper root (lower root) is KKAWs (drift wave) because for
k? = 0 i.e., the y-intercept of the graph, the KKAW (drift wave) becomes Alfvén wave (zero).
However for nite k?; the dispersion of upper root (lower root) is negative (positive) before
k?i ' 0:15 and both curves change their identities [123] after k?i ' 0:21: The region between
the above ranges of k?i "coupling region" describes that the upper and lower roots cross each
other between this region and as both the modes couple, the dispersion behavior of each root
reverses. Finally when both the drift and the anisotropy e¤ects are there (L = 0:3;  = 3), the
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dispersion characteristics are signicantly modied. The coupling region not only broadens but
also shifts towards the higher (lower) value of k?i (!=kkvA). This broadening and shifting of
coupling region leads to the enhancement in the dispersion region before and after the coupling
region. Figs. (4.3, 4.4) are plotted for xed value of k = 0:064; k?i = 0:2 and kki = 0:08:
The graphs portray that with the increase in the e¤ects of density inhomogeneity parameter
(L) and the temperature anisotropy ratio () respectively, the propagation region enhances
with the shifting of coupling region towards higher L and lower (!=kkvA) values.
Fig: 4.2 The graph of the normalized frequency !=kkvA vs normalized perpendicular
wavevector k?i for xed plasma beta k = 0:064 and kki = 0:08: The dashed (black) curve
is the standard graph of KKAWs for the temperature anisotropy  = 2

T?
Tk
  1

= 0 and the
density inhomogeneity factor L = v
2
t?=2!cLvA = 0: For the anisotropic case:  = 3 and
L = 0 (grey curves): For inhomogeneous, isotropic case:  = 0 and L = 0:3 (purple curves):
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Fig: 4.3 The graph of !=kkvA vs L taking  = 0; 3; 6 and 10:
Fig: 4.4 The graph of !=kkvA vs  taking L = 0:3; 0:5; 0:7 and 0:9:
In the following, we shall determine the growth rate and analyze the stability criterion of
KKAWs instability.
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4.2 Growth Rate of KKAWs
Assuming  < !r for ! = !r + i; the general formula for the growth rate is given in Eq. (3.7)
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;
where the expressions for imaginary and real parts are given as
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The real part of dispersion relation is obtained by putting Dr (!r; k) = 0: By using the Eqs.
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(4.6, 4.7) in Eq. (3.7), we obtain
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(4.8)
The growth rate may be re-written as
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In Figs. (4.5-4.7), the e¤ects of density inhomogeneity, temperature anisotropy and the Lar-
mor radius on the growth rate of KKAWs instability are presented for the normalized set of
parameters, given in the captions of the gures: For these gures, we assume the equal value
of electrons and ions temperature anisotropy (i.e., T?e=Tke = T?i=Tki = T?=Tk) however the
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growth rate (4.8) may be obtained for di¤erent anisotropy ratios of these species. Fig. (4.5)
indicates that the growth rate for the isotropic case is more than for the anisotropic case show-
ing that temperature anisotropy (T?=Tk > 1) suppresses the instability of drift KKAWs. The
threshold for the instability shifts towards the higher values of k?i with the increase of tem-
perature anisotropy. Figs. (4.6, 4.7) are plotted at a xed value of Larmor radius (k?i). Fig.
(4.5-4.7) also depicts that the growth rate is decreased with the increase in the anisotropy ratio
(T?=Tk > 1). Fig. (4.7) illustrates that as the plasma becomes more inhomogeneous in density
the growth rate increases while the temperature anisotropy tends to stabilize it.
Fig: 4.5 The graph of =! vs k?i for xed k = 0:064, kki = 0:08 and L = 0:3; taking
di¤erent values of  = 0; 3; 6 and 10:
Fig: 4.6 The plot of =! vs BL for xed k = 0:064; kki = 0:08 and k?i = 0:2, taking
di¤erent values of  = 0; 3; 6 and 10:
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Fig: 4.7 The plot of =! vs  for xed k = 0:064, kki = 0:08 and k?i = 0:2;taking
di¤erent values of L = 0:3; 0:4; 0:5 and 0:6:
C. Stability Analysis
The existence of both the density inhomogeneity and the temperature anisotropy depending
upon their magnitudes may lead to di¤erent threshold conditions for the stability analysis of
KKAWS. Mainly, there exist two possibilities in which KKAWs may become unstable i.e.,
either the numerator is positive i.e., PQ > 0 and the denominator is negative R  S   T < 0
or opposite to the rst possibility i.e., the numerator is negative i.e., PQ < 0 and the
denominator is positive R  S   T > 0: The set of parameters used in above graphs of growth
rate in Figs. (4.5-4.7) satises former case. It is clear from the coe¢cients that for low beta
plasma (me=mi < k < 1) and small but nite Larmor radii e¤ects (k?e < 1); the signature of
both numerator and denominator depends, in particular, upon the ratio of the drift frequency
(

!e=!) to the temperature anisotropy (T?e;i=Tke;i). The same procedure may be adopted for
the latter case using appropriate set of parameters.
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Chapter 5
Drift Magnetosonic Mode
The plasma inhomogeneities give rise to the drift modes whose characteristics are discussed
in several text books along with their applications to space and laboratory plasmas [124,
125, 15, 126, 16]. In particular, the density inhomogeneity leads to the diamagnetic drift which
helps to explain various phenomena like drift-wave turbulence, transport of particles and mode
coupling etc. The density gradient provides a free energy source that can make the drift wave
unstable under appropriate conditions and is called drift wave instability.
The anisotropy in the temperature (i.e., thermal energies across and along the ambient
magnetic eld are di¤erent (A = T?=Tk 6= 1) ) also signicantly modies the propagation
characteristics of the di¤erent waves. The temperature anisotropy is also a source of free
energy which can make the di¤erent waves unstable depending upon whether the anisotropy
ratio is large (A > 1) or small (A < 1). For instance, the Weibel [127], the whistler [128],[129]
and the electromagnetic ion cyclotron [130] instabilities occur for A > 1 whereas rehose [131]
and O-mode [132] instabilities appear for A < 1:
Magnetoacoustic wave is a longitudinal wave in plasma that propagates perpendicular to
the ambient magnetic eld. This is also called magnetic pressure wave because a magnetic
pressure pulse is generated by the compression of the eld lines which propagates perpendicular
to the ambient magnetic eld [17, 21, 18]. These waves provide a useful diagnostic tool for
determining the physical conditions in the corona [133, 134, 135, 136]. In laboratory plasmas,
the magnetosonic waves are used for heating purposes in thermonuclear plasmas. They also
play an important role in explaining the edge plasma turbulence in tokamaks [49]. Krall and
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Trivelpiece [124] and Hasegawa [125] discussed the drift wave instabilities but without the e¤ect
of temperature anisotropy. Gary [16] and Krall and Rosenbluth [137] discussed the drift wave
instability (resonant type) in anisotropic plasmas but they discussed only the electrostatic case.
Mikhailovskii [138] dealt with the inhomogeneous, collisionless plasma and investigated the drift
magnetosonic wave. Hasegawa [139] discussed the mirror mode by neglecting the contribution
of electrons which in turn leads to the absence of acoustic e¤ect. Yu and Shukla [140] considered
the dynamics of electrons only for perpendicular propagation in anisotropic plasma with density
inhomogeneity e¤ect. Wu et al. [141] included the inhomogeneities in both the density and
the magnetic eld by assuming the electrons as anisotropic but isotropic ions for perpendicular
propagation. Pokhotelov and Pilipenko [142] studied the drift anisotropy instability of two
components plasma in magnetospheric plasmas with magnetic eld inhomogeneity. Hellinger
[143], calculated the growth rate of drift mirror instability with magnetic eld gradient in
anisotropic plasma considering electrons cold and discussed the coupling of shear Alfvén mode
with the drift mirror mode. The drift waves themselves cause temperature anisotropy. Sanders
[144] investigated plasma ion dynamics driven by intense electrostatic drift waves in Caltech
Encore tokamak and observed that the heating of ions is produced by the drift waves.
Compressional waves are observed in magnetosphere [145, 146] and in the magnetosheath
of di¤erent planets [83, 147]. Compressional waves found their applications in the non linear
soliton like structure formation as the result of coupling of Alfvén and magnetosonic waves
as investigated in the dawn ank of the magnetotail [148] and in electrons acceleration up
to relativistic energies (v10 keV -few MeV), detected in the Van Allen radiation belts using
data from Cluster 3, [149]. The satellite observations reveal that in the solar wind Alfvén and
magnetosonic waves have major role in causing the turbulent pulsation [150]. The existence of
drift compressional resonance in non-uniform magnetosphere is given by Klimushkin and Mager
[120].
In this chapter, we derive the dispersion relation of obliquely propagating drift magnetosonic
wave in a temperature anisotropic Maxwellian plasmas. Our goal is to study the propagation
characteristics of magnetosonic wave when both the density inhomogeneity and the temperature
anisotropy are present. We also highlight the e¤ect of temperature anisotropy on stabilization
mechanism of drift magnetosonic instability. In earlier papers [121, 151], the similar analysis
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was presented for inertial and kinetic Alfvén waves.
The rest of the chapter is arranged as: the Section II is comprised of mathematical procedure;
Section III is based on summary of results and discussion.
5.1 Mathematical Procedure
We consider the propagation of an electromagnetic wave in a collisionless plasma embedded in
a uniform magnetic eld. Taking the Vlasov equation in terms of gyrokinetic variables [94, 95],
and following the same procedure given in the mathematical model (Ch.2), we assume the
perturbations of the form
(f; E;B; J) = ~ e
 i(!t kx) = ~e i(!t kxg)
X
n
Jn (k?) e
in( ); (5.1)
Choosing the bi-Maxwellian distribution function [2.19] and using the only required com-
ponent of the permittivity dielectric tensor (i.e., xx) given in Appendix of Ref.[[121]], the
dispersion relation for the drift electromagnetic mode (xx  c2k2=!2 = 0) simplies to
c2k2
!2
= 1 
X

!2p
!2
1X
n= 1

n2 n (b)
b
  2b 0n (b)
( 
!   !
kkvtk
Z (n) +

T?
Tk
  1

Z 0 (n)
)
(5.2)
Here we have taken the wave vector along y-axis ( i.e.,  = =2 and k? = ky ), the perturbed
electric eld E1 and the density inhomogeneity are along x-axis. We have assumed the case
of low beta plasma and due which the magnetic eld gradient is ignored due the relation
Ln=LB = =2 given by Weiland [66] and Vranjes [152] (where Ln and LB are the scale lengths
of density and magnetic eld gradients respectively). The dispersion relation (5.2) is valid for
multi-species plasma however for the present paper, we will solve it for electron-ion plasma
( = e; i).
Following the procedure of Ref.[[153]] i.e., separating the n = 0 and n 6= 0 terms by using
the symmetric property   n () =  n () and expanding the plasma dispersion function for
large argument (i.e.,n >> 1), the Eq.(5.2) simplies to
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(5.3)
Using the low frequency approximation !2  !2ci and expanding the modied Bessel func-
tion for the small Larmor radii limit (i.e., b < 1 ), the dispersion relation for drift electro-
magnetic wave in electron-ion plasma, which is called the drift magnetosonic wave, takes the
form
!3+!2

!e
Ai
Ae
Tki
Tke
 !
n
k2?
 
v2A + c
2
s?

+ k2k

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2
sk
o
+

!ek
2
?c
2
s?

1  v
2
t?i
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 
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2
i
A2e
T 2ki
T 2ke
!
= 0;
(5.4)
where have used the relation
1   0 (b)
b
 1  3
4
b and  
0
0 (b)   1;
and dened di¤erent quantities as
 =

Ae   1 + (Ai   1)
Tki
Tke

; Ae;i =
T?e;i
Tke;i
; c2sk =
Tke
mi
;
c2s? =
2 (T?e + T?i)
mi
and

!e =  T?e
T?i

!i
The generalized dispersion relation (5.4) for the electromagnetic drift wave, with the cou-
pling of magnetosonic mode, contains the e¤ect of obliqueness through kk, the temperature
anisotropy through the ratios Ae;i and the density inhomogeneity through

!e: The cubic char-
acter of the dispersion relation is due the density inhomogeneity showing that the drift e¤ect
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couples the drift wave to the magnetosonic wave. For the case of inhomogeneous (

!e 6= 0) and
isotropic plasma (Ae;i = 1), the drift wave couples to the magnetosonic wave and makes the
wave unstable due to the available free energy through density inhomogeneity depending upon
the threshold condition. If we consider the homogeneous case (

!e = 0) but anisotropic plasma
(Ae;i 6= 1), we obtain the same dispersion relation as obtained by Bashir and Murtaza [153] in
which they showed that the magnetosonic wave remain stable for (Ae;i > 1) for both large and
small beta (k < 1) plasmas i.e., k > 1 and k < 1 respectively. However, our goal in this
paper is to perform the stability analysis of the drift magnetosonic wave for low beta (k < 1)
and temperature anisotropic plasma environments to highlight that for inhomogeneous plasma,
the temperature anisotropy signicantly a¤ects the growth rate.
In the following, the real frequency and the growth rate of dispersion relation (5.4) are
plotted in Figs. (5.1-5.4) and in Figs (5.5-5.7) respectively. For these plots, the same set of
parameters (i.e., the density is s 109 cm 3, the magnetic eld is B = 10 G and the maximum
temperature is of the order of 102eV; that result in k = 0:008) are used as given by Vranjes
[154]. We further assume that the anisotropy ratios of electrons and ions are the same (Ae =
Ai = A) while keeping the parallel temperatures of electrons and ions di¤erent (i.e., Tki 6= Tke).
In Fig. (5.1), the y-intercept gives the perpendicular propagating drift magnetosonic wave
showing that its phase velocity is greater in homogeneous plasma than in the inhomogeneous
one. For homogeneous case (L = v
2
t?e=2!ceLvA = 0), the phase velocity increases with the
obliqueness and further increases with the increase in the anisotropy ratio (Ae;i > 1): For
isotropic but inhomogeneous plasma (A = 1; L = 2:0), the increment in the phase velocity
with the increase in obliqueness is small as compared to the homogeneous case but at large
angle of obliqueness, the drift magnetosonic mode splits into two branches of higher and lower
phase velocity. For anisotropic and inhomogeneous plasma (A = 10; L = 2:0), the e¤ect of
anisotropy is small at small obliqueness but becomes signicant near kk=k?  1 and also the
splitting of drift magnetosonic mode happens as smaller value of obliqueness as compared to
the isotropic case (A = 1; L = 2:0). Fig. (5.1) shows the general behavior of obliqueness but
as our interest is in drift magnetosonic wave which is predominantly perpendicular, the focus
will be for small value of obliqueness i.e., kk=k? < 1: It is shown that the growth rate vanishes
at the point where the phase velocity of the wave splits. This splitting is discussed by Vranjes
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[155].
Fig: 5.1 The plot of !=k?vA vs kk=k? for the real part of the cubic equation (5.10) when
T? > Tk. The plot consists of four di¤erent cases, (a) the homogeneous and isotropic case
when L = 0 and Ae = Ai = A = 1(blue- solid ); (b) the homogeneous and anisotropic case in
which L = 0 and A = 10 (gray- solid); (c) the inhomogeneous but isotropic case i.e., L = 2:0
and A = 1 (purple): solid curve is for real frequency whereas dashed curve represents the
corresponding growth rate (d) the inhomogeneous and anisotropic case i.e., L = 2:0 and
A = 10 (pink): solid curve is for real frequency whereas dashed curve represents the
corresponding growth rate. For all the curves the temperature ratio Tki=Tke = 0:5 is xed.
Figs. (5.2-5.4) depict the e¤ects of di¤erent temperature anisotropy, the density inhomo-
geneity and the di¤erent parallel temperatures of electrons and ions on the real frequency and
the e¤ect of these three parameters on the growth rate are shown in Figs. (5.5-5.7) respec-
tively. Fig. (5.2) shows that the anisotropy does not a¤ect the phase velocity much at small
angle of obliqueness but e¤ect becomes signicant at larger angle i.e., phase velocity increases
with the increase in anisotropy value. The e¤ect of density inhomogeneity is depicted in Fig.
(5.3) showing that as the plasma becomes more inhomogeneous phase velocity decreases. Fig.
(5.4) portrays that the phase velocity decreases as the ratio of parallel temperature of ions to
electrons increases.
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Fig: 5.2 The Plot of !r=k?vA vs kk=k?; when T? > Tk; for three di¤erent values of A = 10; 20
and 30; for a xed value of Tki=Tke = 0:5 and L = 2:0:
Fig: 5.3 The Plot of !r=k?vA vs kk=k?; when T? > Tk; for three di¤erent values of L = 2:0;
2:5 and 3:0; for a xed value of Tki=Tke = 0:5 and A = 10:
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Fig: 5.4 The plot of !r=k?vA vs kk=k? when T? > Tk; for three di¤erent values of
Tki=Tke = 0:27; 0:33 and 0:4; and for a xed value of L = 2:0 and A = 10:
Fig. (5.5) depicts that the growth rate decreases with the increase in the temperature
anisotropy ratio A where as the Fig. (5.6) exhibits the opposite behavior i.e., the growth rate
increases as the plasma becomes more and more inhomogeneous.
Fig: 5.5 The Plot of !i=k?vA vs kk=k?; when T? > Tk; for three di¤erent values of A = 10; 20
and 30; for a xed value of Tki=Tke = 0:5 and L = 2:0:
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Fig: 5.6 The Plot of !i=k?vA vs kk=k?; when T? > Tk; for three di¤erent values of L = 2:0;
2:5 and 3:0; for a xed value of Tki=Tke = 0:5 and A = 10:
The growth rate shows an increment as the parallel dynamics (Tke) of electron increases as
compared to ion dynamics (Tki) as illustrated in Fig. (5.7). However for all the three cases, the
obliqueness tends to reduce the growth rate.
Fig: 5.7 The Plot of !i=k?vA vs kk=k?; when T? > Tk; for three di¤erent values of
Tki=Tke = 0:27; 0:33 and 0:4; for a xed value of L = 2:0 and A = 10:
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Fig. (5.8) is plotted for the small anisotropy (Ae;i < 1) and L = 10: It depicts that the
growth rate increases for small anisotropy as discussed by Wu et. al. [141].
Fig: 5.8 The Plot of !i=k?vA vs kk=k?; when T?(e;i) < Tk(e;i), for x values of electron
anisotropy A2 = 0:6, Tki=Tke = 0:8 and L = 10:0 but for three di¤erent values of ion
anisotropy A1 = 0:45(Dotted); 0:47(Dashed); 0:49(Solid).
The comparison of Fig. (5.1) and Fig. (5.8) highlights that the growth rate may be reduced
(increased) for the large (small) anisotropy values.
Thus it is important to note that the stability of drift magnetosonic wave is dependant
on the large and small values of temperature anisotropy. It is also presented that obliqueness
character to the perpendicular propagating drift magnetosonic wave also provides the path to
further stabilization.
To make our results e¤ective, the comparison of characteristic time of growth () with
the collisional relaxation of temperature anisotropy (A) and the di¤usion time (D) is needed
and the necessary and su¢cient condition to validate the results is that the time of the growth
must be less than the relaxation time of temperature anisotropy and the di¤usion time (i.e.,
 << A; D ). For that purpose, the relaxation of isotropic temperatures in two components
plasma has been discussed by Ichimaru and Rosenbluth [156] and Vranjes et al. [157]. Beck et
al., [158], Hyatt et al., [159] and Sanders et al., [144] investigated the anisotropic temperature
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relaxations and showed that the anisotropy relaxation time is of the order of 10 4 sec or above.
The di¤usion coe¢cient corresponding to a xed k is obtained by using the expression given
by Mamun and Shukla [160] as:
Dk t 
2k=k
2 (5.5)
or may be rewritten as
Dk = 
2 (k=k?vA) (vAi)
(1 + k2k=k
2
?) (k?i)
(5.6)
and the di¤usion time may be calculated using D = L
2
n=Dk:
We have estimated the time for the growth of instability which is of the order of 10 5 sec
or below. we have also calculated the di¤usion time by using the corresponding growth rate
(k=k?vA) from the Figs. (5.5-5.8) for k?i ' 0:6 and kk=k? = 0:1 which is of the order of
102  103 sec or above. Thus it is clear that for the set of parameters, the condition ( <<
A; D ) is fullled.
5.1.1 Stability Analysis
We are interested to nd the stability mechanism of these two independent free energy sources
as can be seen from the existence of the ratio of both the e¤ects in second and the last terms
of Eq. (5.4). To nd the threshold condition for the instability from the general dispersion
relation (5.4), we solve the cubic equation by using the intersection method as given in Refs.
[[153],[161]] and nally obtain
C2
4B
 G > 0; (5.7)
where the values of auxiliary coe¢cients B;C and G are given as
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The coe¢cients B and G are only perpendicular wave vector dependant and contain the
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e¤ects of both density inhomogeneity through

!e as well as temperature anisotropy through
the term Ai
Ae
Tki
Tke
. On the other hand the coe¢cient C contains the obliqueness character but
with the e¤ect of temperature anisotropy only. It is important to know that the rst term
of the threshold condition (5.7) remains always positive as the coe¢cient B is positive but
the sign of coe¢cient G satisfy the condition in two di¤erent ways. As the last term in the
parenthesis is always less than 1 (i.e., v2t?i=c
2
s? < 1), thus the sign of G depends upon the
product of the anisotropy ratio in the square bracket. The coe¢cient C remains always positive
for low plasma beta ke << 1 for both the large anisotropy Ae;i > 1 as well as for small
anisotropy Ae;i < 1: It is interesting to note that for low plasma beta ke << 1 and small
anisotropy Ae;i < 1; the coe¢cient C becomes independent of anisotropy e¤ect. C may become
negative for the predominantly parallel propagating case in high plasma beta ke > 1 and small
anisotropy Ae;i < 1 regime [74] but as we have discussed above that our results are restricted to
only low beta plasma. The inequality (5.7) satisfy the threshold condition in low beta plasmas
but is valid for both the large anisotropy (Ae;i > 1) as well as small anisotropy (Ae;i < 1) cases.
The Figs. (5.1-5.7) are plotted for large anisotropy whereas Fig. (5.8) for smaller one.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
As noted in the introduction, the kinetic Alfvén waves are one of the major sources of transfer
of energy in the solar corona and the chromosphere. We also know that the solar atmosphere
is extremely inhomogeneous. Thus an inhomogeneous model is a must for the propagation
of kinetic Alfvén waves in many environments in space plasmas. Similarly we also know that
the temperature anisotropy exists in several environments e.g., in solar corona, solar wind,
ionosphere and magnetosphere. The temperature anisotropy not only modies many modes but
also generates new instabilities [75]. Tk > T? generates the rehose instability whereas Tk < T?
gives rise to mirror or cyclotron instability. We have taken both the density inhomogeneity and
the temperature anisotropy into account and solved the Vlasov kinetic equation using guiding
centre coordinates with a bi-Maxwellian velocity distribution for low  plasma and obtained a
new dispersion relation. The dispersion relation is modied due to the density inhomogeneity
and the acoustic mode associated with temperature anisotropy. The results show that Alfvén
modes and acoustic modes are coupled through the perpendicular wave number.
In the 3rd chapter, the modied dispersion relation is used to calculate the expression
for IAWs and the graphs of !=kkvA versus  and !=kkvA vs L have been plotted using the
parameters of solar corona. Figure (3.2) shows the increase in phase velocity for inertial Alfvén
wave due to density inhomogeneity. The change in phase velocity is more prominent for large
value of density inhomogeneity factor i.e., for short scale length. In case of low  plasma,
the temperature anisotropy contributes a little. So the only source of free energy which can
increase the phase velocity is density inhomogeneity. In Fig. (3.3) we see that the phase velocity
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increases in the presence of density inhomogeneity when supported by temperature anisotropy
but for some specic root, the phase velocity of the wave decreases with the increase of : The
increase in phase velocity with density inhomogeneity arises with or without ; means that the
density inhomogeneity plays a signicant role on its own. The increase in phase velocity occurs
due to the fact that some source of free energy is available. Here we have two sources of energy,
density inhomogeneity and temperature anisotropy. We have also calculated the growth rate for
IAW and made plots of =! vs ; =! vs L and =! vs ck?=!pe Fig. (3.4): In all these plots
we see that for some specic values of ; L and k?; density inhomogeneity makes the wave
unstable while the temperature anisotropy tends to make it stable. The damping may be due
to wave-particle interactions. Landau and cyclotron resonances are purely kinetic e¤ects that
calm when there is damping or intensify when there is an instability. Our problem is related
to kinetic instability which involve the modied Alfvén waves. The kinetic instability is due to
resonant electrons or ions. The wave gives energy to the particles and is Landau damped. We
veried our results both for ionosphere and gaseous nebulae.
In the 4th chapter, the generalized dispersion relation for KKAWs in a low beta plasma
(me=mi < k < 1) and the small but nite Larmor radii is derived incorporating the density in-
homogeneity and the temperature anisotropy. Our analysis shows that the drift e¤ects (through
density inhomogeneity) lead to negative (positive) dispersion for the KKAWs before (after) its
coupling with the drift wave. The temperature anisotropy widens the dispersion region and
shifts the threshold of coupling to the larger value of the normalized wavevector k?i.
The analytical description of the threshold conditions of KKAWs instability is provided
which is applicable to a wide range of plasma parameters. The estimates of growth rate are also
given in order to highlight the e¤ects of density inhomogeneity and the temperature anisotropy
on the KKAWs instability. We see that the drift e¤ect makes the KKAWs unstable satisfying
the threshold condition and the temperature anisotropy suppresses the instability.
Thus we conclude that our results may prove useful for the dispersion characteristics of
the KKAWs, its coupling to the drift waves and for the stabilization mechanism of the micro-
instability of KKAWs in di¤erent environments where both the density inhomogeneity and the
temperature anisotropy are present e.g., space and astrophysical plasmas and the laboratory
plasmas. The possible applications of the present work stem from the Alfvénic acceleration of
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electrons in the auroral acceleration region as mentioned by Mende et al., [162] from obtained
data of FAST satellite and IMAGE observations, the microscopic plasma processes especially
drift instabilities in the polar cusp [163] and the mechanism for triggering disruption of the
magnetotail current layer due to incorporating the nite larmor radius e¤ects [164, 165].
In the 5th chapter, we have studied the e¤ects of temperature anisotropy on the propagation
characteristics of the drift magnetosonic mode in low beta plasmas by using gyrokinetic theory.
By using the intersection method for solving the cubic equation, the threshold condition for the
instability as well as the stability is determined for wide range of plasma parameters.
For low beta plasma (k < 1), we show that the temperature anisotropy plays a signicant
role in the stability analysis of obliquely propagating drift magnetosonic wave contrary to the
homogeneous case discussed in Ref.[[74]] in which free energy in the temperature anisotropy
is not su¢cient to make the wave unstable. We see that the obliqueness increases the phase
velocity but reduces the growth rate. On the other hand, the density inhomogeneity leads to the
decrement in the phase velocity but increment in the growth rate. We also note that the drift
magnetosonic wave become more unstable for the small anisotropy values (Ae;i < 1), whereas
the large anisotropy (Ae;i > 1) stabilizes the instability.
It is instructive to check that the characteristic time of the growth rate must be less than
the relaxation time of the temperature anisotropy and the characteristic di¤usion time. The
former check conrms that the growth of the wave happens before the temperature anisotropy
relaxation time where as the latter guarantees the system remains inhomgeneous during the
growth time of the wave. The anisotropy relaxation time and the time of di¤usion is typically
greater than 10 3 sec and 102 sec respectively. Our growth rate for the set of parameters [154]
is of the order of 10 5 sec.
Thus we conclude that our results may prove useful for the study of stabilization mechanism
of the drift electromagnetic waves in anisotropic low beta plasmas to study the dispersion
characteristics and their coupling with the magnetosonic mode in di¤erent environments i.e.,
in space, astrophysical and laboratory plasmas where both the temperature anisotropy and the
density inhomogeneity exist.
The results may be helpful in explaining the problem of heating of solar corona as discussed
by Vranjes [166, 154] and also may be applicable to inhomogeneous coronal environments like
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magnetic loops, coronal holes and the so called EIT waves, named after the rst detection
by Extreme-Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope and to solar structures which are present in active
region as observed by TRACE [167].
We conclude by stating that our results have potential for application in the laboratory
plasma as well as in the natural environments of space and astrophysical plasmas wherein
both density inhomogeneity and temperature anisotropy exist. Choosing  and L; we have
presented a variety of graphs which gives lot of options to study various phenomena in di¤erent
environments of space. We have also calculated the complete dielectric tensor for the low
frequency electromagnetic disturbances which results in the simplication of the permittivity
tensor.
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Appendix A
Dielectric Tensor Components
We have modied Liu and Tripathis [94, 95] results and calculated the dielectric tensor
components for an anisotropic and spatially inhomogeneous environment. For electromagnetic
waves the general wave equation is as
k2E  kk E  !
2
c2
E =
4i!
c2
J; (A.1)
or
 !
D E =0: (A.2)
Here
 !
D = k2
 !
I   kk  !
2
c2
 ! ; (A.3)
and
 ! = !I + 4i
!
X

 ! ; (A.4)
where  !  is the conductivity tensor for species ; related to the current density via Ohms
law, given by
J =
 !  E = q
Z
vfdv: (A.5)
Using xg = x    and eq. (2:11), we calculate the new distribution function f in terms of x
rather than xg:
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For parallel integration we use plasma dispersion function
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and for perpendicular integration we use modied Bessel function.
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Taking the value of fn from eq. (2:27) and substituting the value of v and f in the cur-
rent density J; we can easily calculate the dielectric tensor components for inhomogeneous
magnetized plasma with temperature anisotropy, given by
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Using the following identities of Bessel function
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Following the same procedure, the other components of the dielectric tensor are given by,
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yx =  
X

!2p
!2
1X
n= 1

n2
b
Ine
 b   b d
2
db2

Ine
 b

  I 0ne b

cos  sin 
+i
np
2
d
db

Ine
 b
( !   !
kkvtk
Z (n) +

T?
Tk
  1

Z0 (n)
)
(A.14)
xz = 2
X

!2p
!2
vtk
vt?
1X
n= 1
(1 + nZ (n))

(p
2n
b
1
2

Ine
 b cos    i

b
1
2

d
db

Ine
 b

sin 
)

(

!   !
kkvtk
 

T?
Tk
  1

!
kkvtk
+

T?
Tk
  1

n!c
kkvtk
)
(A.15)
zx = 2
X

!2p
!2
vtk
vt?
1X
n= 1
(1 + nZ (n))

(p
2n
b
1
2

Ine
 b cos  + i

b
1
2

d
db

Ine
 b

sin 
)

(

!   !
kkvtk
+
1
2
!
kkvtk

T?
Tk
  1

  1
2

T?
Tk
  1

n!c
kkvtk
)
; (A.16)
and
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zz = 1 +
X

!2p
!2
v2
tk
v2t?
1X
n= 1
0nZ
0 (n) Ine
 b

(

!
!
  T?
Tk

1 +

Tk
T?
  1

n!c
!
)
: (A.17)
Replacing  by    =2; we nd that xx ! yy; xz ! yz and zx ! zy; where n =
!   n!c=kkvtk; b = k2?v2t?=2!2c; 2 = v2t?=2!2c:
Appendix B
We have,
E = eEe i(!t kx); (B.1)
where
x = xg + ; (B.2)
and
 =
v  !c
!2c
: (B.3)
Substituting eqs. (B.2) and then (B.3) in eq. (B.1), we get
eEe i(!t kx) = eEe i(!t kxg)  eik = eEe i(!t kxg)  eiz sin( ):
Using the identity of Bessel function,
eiz sin( ) =
X
n
Jn (k?) e
in( );
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we get,
E = eEe i(!t kxg)  eiz sin( ) = eEe i(!t kxg)X
n
Jn (k?) e
in( ); (B.4)
which is our required eq. (2.8).
Similarly for perturbed distribution function f, we have
fe
 i(!t kx) =ffe i(!t kxg)X
n
Jn (k?) e
in( ):
Appendix C
The cubic equation (??) is of the form
!3 =  B!2 + C!  G (C.1)
As f (!) = !3 = y; only for very large !; where
y =  B!2 + C!  G: (C.2)
Taking,
B =

!e
Ai
Ae
Tki
Tke
; (C.3)
C = k2?
 
v2A + c
2
s?

+ k2k

v2A + c
2
sk

T?e
Tke
  1

+

T?i
Tki
  1

Tki
Tke

; (C.4)
and
G = k2?

!ec
2
s?

1  v
2
t?i
c2s?
 
1  A
2
i
A2e
T 2ki
T 2ke
!
: (C.5)
The coordinates of the vortex point of the parabola are given by,
(h; k) =

C
2B
; 

G  C
2
4B

: (C.6)
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So the equation of parabola becomes,

!   C
2B
2
= 4a

y  

C2
4B
 G

: (C.7)
Substitute the values of B;C and G in

C2
4B
 G

> 0; (C.8)
to get the nal result.
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